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THREE IMPORTANT EAP ASSESSMENT
STAGES
SAME OR DIFFERENT QUESTIONS?
• Screening tests
• Do students have sufficient language to directly enter university?

• End of pre-university EAP course assessments
• Can students use their current language resources to learn new
academic content and demonstrate learning by successfully
carrying out academic tasks?

• End of university assessments
• Do graduates have sufficient language to convey their
understanding of disciplinary content in professional contexts?

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
IS A MOVING TARGET

English Language Proficiency Development Continuum - In Arkoudis, Baik and Richardson (2012: 13)

LEARNING NEW CONTENT AS
A NEW UNDERGRADUATE
Expectations for new students
• Little expectation of subject background
knowledge for undergraduates
• Sufficient language and literacy skills to pick
up on expected ways of learning at university

• Sufficient language to tackle the content of
textbooks, lectures and other input
• Sufficient language to demonstrate
understanding of subject content through
discussion, writing and other forms of output
• Sufficient language to learn disciplinary
discourse/language
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EXPECTATIONS OF
LANGUAGE & LITERACY DEVELOPMENT
DURING UNIVERSITY
• Sufficient language to learn and apply disciplinary
discourse/language
• Sufficient language and literacy skills to extend
understanding of expected ways of learning at university
• Sufficient language to tackle increasingly complex content
and a wider range of input
• Sufficient language to demonstrate increasingly critical
and complex understandings of subject content through
discussion, writing and other forms of output

WRITING TASKS SET AT UK UNIVERSITIES
BY DISCIPLINARY GROUP AND LEVEL

(Gardner, 2010)

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES
• Bachelor's degrees with honours are awarded to
students who have demonstrated:
• a systematic understanding of key aspects of their field
of study, including acquisition of coherent and detailed
knowledge, at least some of which is at, or informed by,
the forefront of defined aspects of a discipline
• an ability to deploy accurately established techniques
of analysis and enquiry within a discipline
• conceptual understanding that enables the student to…

(QAA, 2008)

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES
• Conceptual understanding that enables the student to:
• describe and comment upon particular aspects of current research, or
equivalent advanced scholarship, in the discipline
• have an appreciation of the uncertainty, ambiguity and limits of
knowledge
• manage their own learning, and make use of scholarly reviews and
primary sources (for example, refereed research articles and/or original
materials appropriate to the discipline).

• Typically, holders of the qualification will be able to:
• apply the methods and techniques that they have learned to review,
consolidate, extend and apply their knowledge and understanding, and to
initiate and carry out projects
• critically evaluate arguments, assumptions, abstract concepts and data
(that may be incomplete), to make judgements, and to frame appropriate
questions to achieve a solution - or identify a range of solutions - to a
problem
(QAA, 2008)

THE AUSTRALIAN EMPLOYMENT
CONTEXT
In recruitment
1. technical skills are the top priority
2. ELP is critically important, in contexts where demand is strong, candidates will be systematically
sifted through written application and interview processes.
3. in all the professions reading, writing, speaking and listening are deemed vital
4. demand for field-specific vocabulary, terminology and jargon is routinely high, as are employer
expectations of effective cross-cultural adjustment, comprehensible accent, small-talk capacity,
and select personality traits in work.
5. While advanced English training is provided in select sites, provision is likely to be uncertain,
deemed marginally effective, and unlikely to deliver the level of ELP competence sought in
professionals six to eight years ‘out’ (near universally stated to be IELTS Band 8 by employers).
6. Poor English heightens the risk of former international students’ career stagnation and ultimate
dismissal. (Arkoudis and Hawthorne, 2009)

THE CURRENT
EAP ASSESSMENT
TOOLKIT

English Language Proficiency Development Continuum

Benchmark presessional/foundatio
n
programme
assessment to
IELTS (O’Loughlin,
2007)

HK, Australian
immigration, UAE
universities – use
IELTS as an exit
test
(Bruce & HampLyons, 2015; Birrell,
2006; Rogier, 2012)

Tracking students’
proficiency in Year
1 with IELTS
(Humphries et al,
2012)

TEST – RETEST ENTRY
(GREEN, 2005)

TEST – RETEST EXPERIENCE
(HUMPHREYS ET AL, 2012)
• Investigated the score gains of 57 undergraduates over their first semester
at Griffith University. All had been enrolled on an English Language
Enhancement Course which is compulsory for international students
entering with overall scores of less than 7.0 on IELTS.
• Found no change in the mean overall score from Test 1 to Test 2 – scores
for 21 participants remained the same, while the scores of 19 participants
went up and 11 went down.
• Concluded that lack of gain is due to the use of band scores in the IELTS
scale. The width of the bands masks changes that are noticeable on the
more granular raw score scales.
• Considered another cause may be the existence of an “intermediate
plateau” (i.e. “a steeper trajectory at the CEFR B2 to C1 levels (McCarthy,

TEST – RETEST EXIT
(O’LOUGHLIN AND ARKOUDIS, 2009)
• Investigated the score gains of 30 undergraduate and 33 postgraduate
international students at the University of Melbourne.

• Compared the IELTS scores students presented at entry with those of a
test taken during the final semester of their degrees.
• Found that on average, students’ overall scores improved by .413, which is
less than half a band score on the test.
• Found only ten students improved by a full band from Test 1 to Test 2. The
greatest gains were in reading, listening, and speaking respectively although
only the first two were equal to a .5 band gain. Mean writing gain was a
disappointing .206.
• Found students with higher initial test results in listening, reading and writing
were found to improve much less than those with lower initial test scores.

TEST – RETEST EXIT
(BIRRELL, 2006)
• The Australian government requires on-shore student applicants
for Skilled Migrant Visas to take an IELTS test even though they
have completed a degree at an Australian university.
• Research by Birrell (2006) revealed that in 2005-06, 34% of
42,295 skilled visa applicants did not achieve IELTS scores of 6.0
overall.
• This data appears to indicate that the English language
proficiency of many graduates of Australian universities not only
did not improve, it may have regressed.

OTHER TOOLS
(STORCH AND TAPPER, 2009)
• Measured the impact of a credit-bearing in-sessional EAP
course at the University of Melbourne on the development
of post-graduate student writing.

• Used a pre- and post-30-minute in-class writing
assignment.
• Defined linguistic development in terms of fluency,
sentence level accuracy and use of academic vocabulary.
• Measured text structure and rhetorical quality
improvements using the IELTS Task 2 writing descriptors.

• Found improvements in accuracy, use of academic

OTHER TOOLS
(KNOCH ET AL, 2015)
• Studied 31 participants from the University of Melbourne
• Used a writing task that is closer to the pedagogic argumentative
essay used at school than to disciplinary writing.
• Collected data at the start of students’ undergraduate study and
three years later near the end of their study.

• Found little or no development in linguistic features such as
accuracy, and grammatical and lexical complexity.
• Found no significant development of content, organisation or
style.
• Participants reported that they had not written very much on
their degrees and when they did write they received little or no

OTHER TOOLS
(QIAN, 2007)
• The Graduating Students Language Proficiency Assessment (GSLPA) was
developed at Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
• The content looked forward to the context of professional employment rather
than backwards at the context of using language for academic purposes.

• It was a workplace-oriented, task-based performance test with writing and
speaking components.
• Writing tasks A and B required candidates to write a memo or professional
letter. The tasks required some kind of problem solving or argument in a
workplace context, with careful attention to audience, register and
communicative strategies.
• Task C was a proofreading and error correction task, based on a themed

OTHER TOOLS
(QIAN, 2007)
• GSLPA’s speaking component was a semi-direct test conducted in
a multimedia language laboratory
• It was comprised of five tasks as follows:
• Task 1: Summarizing and reporting information from a radio
interview.
• Task 2: Responding to a series of questions at a job interview.
• Task 3: Presenting information from a written (graphic) source to a
business meeting.
• Task 4: Leaving a work-related telephone message.
• Task 5: Providing information about an aspect of life in Hong Kong
to a newly-arrived international colleague.

ARE WE REALLY ANY WISER?
• You'd think with such a vast number of people being

"served" by [EAP] systems in English L1 universities
there would be strong research on time spent studying
English and resulting score gain. (Hamp-Lyons, L-Test
communication, 23 Feb, 2013)
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THE CURRENT
EAP ASSESSMENT
TOOLKIT

DISCIPLINARY DIFFERENCES
Broad, generic approaches to EAP mask the wide range of language variability that
has been identified amongst disciplines (Hyland, 2016).
• Law focuses on what is legally right
• impose, enforce, deter, prohibit

• Philosophy focuses on what morally or logically accepted
• Concession- accept, admit, concede
• Critique – criticise, imagine, question
• Entertainment – claim, imagine, postulate
• Sociology focuses on what is arguably, fundamentally, socially challenged.
• Theories and ideas – embrace, shape, reinforce, legitimise, portray and

challenge

(Nesi and Gardner, 2012:127)

WHAT’S THE ADDED VALUE OF
EAP INSTRUCTION AND UNIVERSITY
LEARNING?
CAN WE ASSESS ITS IMPACT ON
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT?

THE CHALLENGE OF
TEST - RETEST
IELTS READING

PTE ACADEMIC - SPEAKING

IBT TOEFL – INTEGRATED
READING/LISTENING/WRITING

TEST – RETEST
END OF PRE-SESSIONAL ASSESSMENT
• Combined continuous
assessment
• Reading into writing exam
• Short tasks (summary,
writing up lecture notes,
writing a section of an
essay)
• Portfolio of work
• Vocabulary/vocabulary
notebook
• Reflective journal

• Open book exam

• Password exam
• TEEP
• English Proficiency Test
Battery
• IELTS
Based on 44 responses to a BALEAP
survey carried out in September, 2011

THE CHALLENGE OF
TEST - RETEST
DISCIPLINARY
INPUT & OUTPUT

A FUTURE
EAP ASSESSMENT TOOLKIT

GOOD PRACTICE PRINCIPLES

DEEWR, 2009

LITERACY OUTCOMES AT UNIVERSITY

• What range of literacies do we expect a university student to
develop as a consequence of studying for their degree?
• To what extent are these literacy practices general?
• To what extent are they specific?
• What language resources are required to carry out those
practices?
• How generalizable is that language across literacy practices?

CALIBRATING THE SPECIFICITY OF
INSTRUCTION

(Fenton-Smith
et al, 2015:4)

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE PROFILES

RELATING
STARTING LEVEL PROFICIENCY
TO
EXIT LEVEL PROFICIENCY
• We have not been successful in measuring language gain
when we use tools that are very similar to one another.
• Can we better measure gain, if we use a wider range of
tools that better match students’ language use context?
• Can we link scores from different tools in meaningful
ways?
General Language
Proficiency

Disciplinary Language
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